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out: September 22, 2023 on CD &  digital platforms

genres: Crossover Jazz
RIYL:  BADBADNOTGOOD, Sons of Kemet, The Bad Plus, Medeski, Martin &

Wood, Back Door, Keith Jarrett, Pugs and Crows.
1. On / Off
2. Osmosis

3. Telescopes
4. Game Theory

5. All Ears
6. Big City

7. Stagger Step

8. Uncle Ubah
9. Vertigo
10. Spirit

11. Music Box
12. Swamp Lamps

13. Little Tigers
14. Cloud Suites

Ben Brown — Drums
Dominic Conway — Tenor Saxophone

Geordie Hart — Upright Bass
All tracks composed and produced by Malleus Trio. Recorded at The Warehouse

Studio, Vancouver by Eric Mosher (Engineer) and Theo Wagner (Recording Assistant).
Production Consultation by Stephen Fisk.

Mixed and mastered by Chris Gestrin at Public Alley 421
Design and Layout by Tony Lee. Album photography by Dominic Conway. 

Band photography by Tom Gould.  

Formed in 2007, Vancouver's Malleus Trio comprises drummer Ben Brown (of JUNO-winners Pugs and Crows), Dominic Conway (of the Mary Ancheta
Quartet) on tenor saxophone,  and bassist Geordie Hart (founding member of the Boom Booms). Following their 2017 debut, the group has gone on to
become a staple of the jazz festival circuit in Canada and it's not hard to see why. This summer saw them bringing their lean, intricate music to the Toronto,
Medicine Hat, Calgary, Ottawa and Victoria Jazz Festivals, following a spring stint in Europe. Meanwhile, their 2019 tour in support of their second album
Play Nice encompassed appearances at Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Halifax and Saskatoon festivals, the last of which they shared the stage with the
legendary Joshua Redman Quartet.

Their third album, On/Off  offers a thorough exploration of this trio's vast musical range. Their core sound is singularly charismatic, springing from a driving,
no-nonsense, rhythmic base, yet the group always seem poised to veer off in some surprising direction... and they do.  What they do remains frmly anchored
in the jazz pantheon, yet welcomes both the assertive simplicity of rock, and the sonic curiosity of experimental forms. The absence of a chording instrument
such as guitar or piano only serves to underline their specifc blend of elements, streamlining their harmonic profle while also drawing attention to the vital
role each member plays. Their pared-down instrumentation also gives their  rhythmic dimension additional presence, while providing space for them to
cultivate unique approaches to counterpoint and interplay as a unit.There's no shortage of bold urgency to their playing, but they never stray needlessly into
virtuosic machismo. Instead, they let their soulful melodies, sinewy grooves, idiosyncratic interaction, and textural detours speak for themselves. 

Malleus Trio's unorthodox yet accessible take on jazz is undoubtedly a result of the eclectic versatility of its membership. Over the past decade and half,
bassist and composer Geordie Hart has applied his background in jazz to a wide variety of different scenarios including his own band the Boom Booms, who
bring a widescreen sensibility to soul-pop, as well as appearances alongside noted artists Sarah McLachlan, Bryan Adams, Serena Ryder and Jessie Reyez.
Saxophonist Dominic Conway is currently a member of numerous different outfts spanning the proggish jazz of We Just Stole A Car to the polymorphous
funk of Coco Jafro. His various collaborations provide even more insight into his stylistic breadth; he has been heard alongside internationally-celebrated
Vancouver improviser Peggy Lee, award-winning guitarist Steve Dawson and prominent Canadian rockers Arkells, among many others. Ben Brown is the sort
of musician who continues to nurture his curiosity as a percussionist through inventive collaborations, such as his recent explorations of the "symbiotic
instruments" conceived by composer Roxanne Nesbitt.  Brown has been heard at noted European venues for experimental music such as Bimhuis and
Fylkingen while also contributing to the exploratory pop of Alicia Hansen and his band Pugs & Crows. He is also engaged in ongoing studies with revered
artists such as Evelyn Glennie and Jim White (of Dirty Three and Xylouris White). The band's longstanding relationship affords them the trust and mutual
familiarity to fuse and reconfgure this disparate assortment of artistic tendencies all the while maintaining a distinctive, economic-but-colourful collective
aesthetic. 

Come witness the band performing in celebration of the On/Off's release on September 8th, 2023 at the China Cloud (524 Main St, Vancouver, BC)
 

"It doesn’t so much swing as drive, and there is no question this is a trio who can light up a venue on stage."
— Stuart Derdeyn, the Vancouver Sun on Play Nice (2019)

"The music on this disc is both muscular and playful, and the drive of each of the three talented players creates a balanced sound resembling something like possibly
a lost (or new) recording in the tradition of Joe Henderson or Sonny Rollins."

 — Highlife Records (Vancouver) on Play Nice in their "Best of 2019"

"Malleus Trio shape-shift from one form of jazz to another, effortlessly pulling off quick-paced, groove-heavy hard bop of “Thereabouts,” to the amorphous free-improv
sections of “5 to 9” and “Half Full.” But the way the three musicians play with one another — complementing each other’s styles, making space for each instrument

and seamlessly locking back in together — is really what ties the record together."
— Lucas Lund, Discorder on Play Nice
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